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1. Background of research
To decrease carbon emission as well as to secure the energy resources, bio-fuel derived from plants is an

important issue, not only from the point of food security, all over the world.

2. Research objectives
This project is the basic research to study efficient oil production of Brassica based on a real-time isotope

imaging method for nutritional element uptake.

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
Oil production in Brassica is studied from the point of nutrient uptake. Though plants live on 17 nutritional

elements, it has not been known well how much amount of which element is required and how they are
accumulated in a plant during the developmental stage. Since this is an important basic information for on site
plant growth, this research pursue the relation between nutrients and oil production. To analyze element uptake,
real-time radioisotope imaging system will be developed to study uptake manner as well as translocation
manner of each element in the plant. Radioisotope imaging allows imaging under light condition and the
numerical treatment of the image, which cannot be performed in fluorescent imaging. Two systems are going to
be developed, macroscopic imaging and microscopic imaging systems. The former system is to image a whole
plant, i.e. how the nutritional element is absorbed from roots and goes up-ground part. The latter system is the
modification of a fluorescent microscope and three images, light image, fluorescent image and radioisotope
image can be taken at the same time so that both images, microscopic gene expression and real-time nutrient
image can be visualized at the same time in the same sample.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
To know how much amount of nutritional element is needed at which developmental stage allows efficient

supply of the nutrient. This basic information is not only necessary to search for the condition of the efficient oil
production but also to find out the balance of agriculture and environment, because sometimes over supply of
nutrient to the crop land causes environmental problem. The technique to trace elements in plants can be
applicable to trace radioactive nuclides in plants.
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To increase crop production, analysis of 
soil‐plant system is essential.
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Plants must be 
analyzed non‐
destructively.

Nutrient uptake from roots to 
up‐ground part

Nutrients are inorganic 
elements

【feature: visualization of growth environment using radioisotopes】
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【planning】
（1）development of the imaging system
（2）image analysis of nutrient uptake manner
（3）oil production and nutrient uptake manner
（4）identification of RI chemicals in the image
（5）simmulation of optimum nutrient supply

CO2・ temperature

32P‐phosphate

⇒pursue nutrient movement in a plant
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